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To : E. Pat,::rson

~~~ /
FROM: L. Keller/C. Aker10f

...

SUBJECT: RFI in IR-6

The HRS is experiencing pickup of radio-frequency noise on the wires

of the central drift chamber and the outer muon chambers. The noise is

proportional to the single-bunch current and begins causing hits in the

innermost drift chamber layer at about 3ma/bunch. As the bunch current

is increased about 3ma, adjacent layers begin to collect noise above the
,

discriminator level. i
,In the past six weeks we have done extensive mapping of IR-6 with .

. I
pickup loops measuring amp11tude, frequency spectrum, and decay times. ;
We have also tried shielding possible sources both inside and outside

the HRS magnet to no avail. A partial summary of the data is:
4

I
I1 - The noise fills the entire IR-6 hall and is not .

confined to small radial distance near the beam i
pipe.. i

- 2 - The noise near the west fence, between Q1 and Q2, :
I .

i is about twice the amplitude as that near the east ~

[fence. .
!i -
! 3 - Except for a high frequency line at 660 Mhz, the ~

noise near the drift chamber inside the magnet has J. smaller amplitude than outside the magnet. ~

«
4 - Although the correlation may be suspect, the noise c

amplitude was 5-10 times smaller when Quark Search ~
was in the beam. ;

,
5 - Identical loops placed in IR-4 and IR-12 have very :

little pickup compared to IR-6. ~
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6 - '1'h.ei,a it; ~n electrical gap 'in the beam pipe near
toL,:oid uCCT in Region 6B about 20m from the west
IR fence. The noise amplitude near the gap is -lOOx
that in the IR. Bridging the gap and torroid with
aluminum did not help. However, the aluminum shield
covered only about 80% of the azimuth.

In summary, we feel that the RF leakage from the beam pipe at the

gap in Region 6B is the source of our noise problem. We are requesting

the PEP group to take responsibility for either (a) covering the torroid

and insulating gap with a tight RF shield or (b) moving them to another

location like IR-10.

Either of these alternatives will require considerable coordination

among various PEP groups, and we feel that design and planning will have

to begin soon in order to accomplish the job during the January shutdown.
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